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1.0 Introduction 
The Sinaugoro language is spoken by approximately 15000 people living in the Rigo District of the 
Central Province some 70 kilometers south-east of Port Moresby. 
It is surrounded by the following languages: 
Motu in the west, Hula and Keapara in the south, Aroma in the south-east which are Austronesian 
languages that are related to Sinaugoro; and Maria in the east, Doromu in the north and Kware and 
Humene in the north-west which are Non-Austronesian languages that are not related to Sinaugoro. 

According to a survey by Dr.T.Dutton (1970) there are 17 dialects of Sinaugoro in an area that 
extends 720 square kilometers. From an emic point of view there are only about 9-10 different 
dialects. For further information on 'survey' see Sinaugoro Background Study. 

The local people call the area from Gomore village to Saroakei  Sinaugoro as well as the dialect 
spoken in these villages. 
(According to Duttons terminology this would be the Saroa dialect). There are slight differences in 
pronounciation and vocabulary within the Saroa dialect group. This analysis is based on the Saroa 
communalect. 
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2.0 Outline of Phonemes 

2.1 Chart of Consonant Phonemes  
 

 labial alveolar palatal velar labial.velar

stops  /t/  /k/ /kw/ 

 /b/ /d/  /g/ /gw/ 

      

fricatives /f/     

flat /v/ /r/ [ʝ] /ḡ/ /ḡw/ 

grooved  /s/    

      

nasals /m/ /n/    

      

lateral  /l/    

      

semivowels   [j]   

2.2 Chart of Vowel Phonemes 
 

 front central back

high /i/  /u/

mid /e/  /o/ 

mid-low [ɛ]  [ɔ] 

low  /a/ 
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Lack of /p/: 

It is difficult to say that /f/ might have developed from /p/. It seems rather that /f/ is quite proto, due to 
its relatively high frequency in words that aren't adopted from any other language, e.g. 

/foia/ ‘nut’ 

/fururu/ ‘to blow’ 

/kafa/ ‘twins’ 

/kafare/ ‘grass skirt’ 

It is true that when Sinaugoro adopts words with /p/ from other languages the pronunciation is 
normally changed to /f/ to make the word sound more Sinaugoro, e.g. 

Adopted from English: 

/lamp/ > /lamefa/ ‘lamp’ 

/paper/ > /fefa/ ‘paper, letter’

Adopted from Motu: 

/parara/ > /farara/ ‘divided’

There are also some words that might have its origin in Indonesia, e.g. 

Indon.: /pira/ ‘how many?’ /pane/ ‘wing of bird’

Motu: /hida/ ‘how many?’ /hani/ ‘wing of bird’

Sinaugoro: /vira/ ‘how many?’ /fane/ ‘wing of bird’

In these cases it is not likely that Sinaugoro adopted from Motu. 
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3.0 Interpretation 

3.1 Syllable Patterns 

The following non-suspect syllable patterns occur: 

V /e/ ‘and’ 

V /a/ ‘but’ 

CV /ba/ ‘or’ 

V.CV /a.ra/ ‘name’ 

CV.V /ke.a/ ‘call’ 

CV.CV /ḡa.ro/ ‘sun’ 

CV.CV.CV /ka.ka.na/ ‘his older 

    brother’ 

CV.CV.CV.CV /ḡa.li.va.ta/ ‘banana’ 

From above we get V and CV as univalent syllables. 

3.2 Items which may be either consonant or vowel 

/i/ is realised as [i] and interpreted as vowel in syllable nucleus, and it is realised as [j] and interpreted 
as consonant when it occurs in syllable onset. 

/niu/ [ni.u] ‘coconut’ 

/irau/ [i.rau] ‘different’ 

   

/maioba/ [ma.jo.ba] ‘flying fox’ 

/maiaka/ [ma.ja.ka] ‘shame’ 

/foia/ [fo.ja] ‘type of nut’

/iaḡoma/ [ja.ɤo.ma] ‘come’ 

3.3 Labialised Consonants 

[kw], [gw] and [ɤw] can be only interpreted as units, since there are no univalent consonant clusters, 
nor any consonant clusters ever in Sinaugoro. 

/kwa/ [kwa] ‘dig’ 

/gwaḡiḡi/ [gwa.ʝi.ʝi] ‘difficult’ 

/ḡwa/ [ɤwa] ‘carry’ 

These consonant clusters have probably developed over the years. The original forms are [ku], [gu] 
and [ɤu] which remain still in some words when preceding a vowel as e.g.  

/guine/ [gu.i.ne] ‘first’ 

/ḡuaḡua/ [ḡu.a.ḡu.a] ‘fruit’ 

[ku] is not used any more preceding a vowel: 
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/Kwikila/ [kwi.ki.la] ‘name of a town’

Originally it was composed of [kui] ‘whirling of waters’ and 
[kila] ‘divide/disperse’. 

[ɤw] is often reduced to [w] as in: 

/ḡwa/ [wa] ‘carry’ 

Contrast between /gwV and guV/ 
 /ḡwV and ḡuV/ 

/ḡwina/ [ɤwi.na] ‘his hair’

/guine/ [gu.i.ne] ‘first’ 

 

/ḡwatani/ [ɤwa.ta.ni] ‘day before yesterday’

/ḡuaḡua/ [ɤu.a.ɤu.a] ‘fruit’ 

3.4 Vowel Clusters 

The following vowel clusters occur as units, since the higher vowels follow the lower vowels and the 
stress is on the lower vowels.  

Chart: 

 a e i o u 

a  kae ḡai kao tau 

  skip we mix man 

e ke.a  vei ke.o ke.u 

 call  do open carry 

i ḡi.a   gi.o ni.u 

 he   spear coconut 

o   oi  fou 

   yes  wash 

u  ḡu.e    

  moon    

/ai, ae, au, ao, ei, ou, oi/ are interpreted as units. 

Note: Other vowel sequences are two syllables as indicated in the chart. 
Either the lower vowels follow the higher vowels, or in cases  
where there are two high (mid; mid-low) vowels, the back vowels 
follow the front vowels. 
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3.5 Defining the Syllable 

The syllable structures CV and V are indicated by the tree structure as they occur in words. S 
represents syllable (syllable level = phonologically), C represents consonant and V vowel (segmental 
level = phonetically). 

One syllable words 

S  S  S  S  

|  / \  / \  / | \  

V  V V  C V  CVV  

|  | |  | |  | | |  

/e/ ‘and’ /o i/ ‘yes’ /b a/ ‘or’ bai ‘pig’ 

 

Two syllable words 

S  

/ \  

/ \  

CV CVV  

 | |  |  |  |  

 si  nau ‘hundred’ 

 

Three syllable words 

 S   

/ | \  

/ | \  

CV CV CV  

vo vo ka ‘plenty’ 
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4.0 Description of Phonemes 
4.1 Consonants 

The consonants contrast with regard to manner and points of articulation. 

4.1.1 Bilabials /b,f,v,m/ 

/b/ [b] voiced stop,

/f/ [f] voiceless fricative, 

/v/ [v] voiced fricative, 

/m/ [m] voiced nasal, occur word initially and medially in the onset of a syllable. 
 

/barego/ [`ba.re.go] ‘big’ 

/farefare/ [`fa.re.fa.re] ‘belongings’
/varevare/ [`va.re.va.re] ‘gift’ 
/mari/ [`mari] ‘song’ 

/vovoka/ [`vo.vo.ka] ‘plenty’ 

/fofo/ [`fo.fo] ‘mustard’
/boboka/ [`bo.bo.ka] ‘big black bee’
/momo/ [`mo.mo] ‘rubbish’

/sebinai/ [`se.bi.nai] ‘beside it’ 

/sevinai/ [`se.vi.nai] ‘next to it’
/siforo/ [`si.fo.ro] ‘kind of lemon’
/sefe/ [`se.fe] ‘name of shell’

/nuba/ [`nu.ba] ‘ant’ 

/nuvi/ [`nu.vi] ‘dream’ 
/nufa/ [`nu.fa] ‘wet’ 
/numa/ [`nu.ma] ‘house’ 

4.1.2 Alveolars /t,d,s,r,l,/ 

/t/ [t] voiceless unaspirated stop, 

/d/ [d] voiced stop,

/s/ [s] voiceless grooved fricative 

/r/ [r] voiced flat fricative, 

/l/ [l] voiced lateral, occur word initially and medially in the onset of a syllable. 
 

/toḡa/ [`tç.ɤa] ‘through’ 

/doḡa/ [`dç.ɤa] ‘tooth’ 

/sogi/ [`so.gi] ‘a mouth disease’

/roga/ [`rç.ga] ‘type of greens’ 

/lago/ [`la.go] ‘catch prawns’ 
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/tabe/ [`ta.be] ‘sit against’ 

/dabe/ [`da.be] ‘rope’ 

/sale/ [`sa.le] ‘frengipani’ 

/laḡani/ [`la.ɤa.ni] ‘year’ 

/rara/ [`ra.ra] ‘blood’ 

/lilika/ [`li.li.ka] ‘ant’ 

/riba/ [`ri.ba] ‘know’ 

/lavilavi/ [`la.vi.la.vi] ‘afternoon’ 

/raka/ [`ra.ka] ‘walk’ 

/ḡata/ [`ɤa.ta] ‘friend’ 

/ḡade/ [`ɤa.de] (to address the wife) 

/ḡara/ [`ɤa.ra] ‘fence, to light’ 

/ḡasi/ [`ɤa.si] ‘canoe 

/ḡale/ [`ɤa.le] ‘chin’ 

/kato/ [`ka.to] ‘to peel’ 

/kado/ [`ka.do] ‘to shovle’ 

/karo/ [`ka.ro] ‘friend’ 

/kasoma/ [`ka.so.ma] ‘to mix bananas and coconuts’

/kila/ [`kila] (a name) 

4.1.3 Alveopalatal /i/ [j] 

/i/ [j] voiced semivowel, occurs word initially and 
medially. It is realised as [i] when it occurs in 
syllable nucleus, and it is realised as [j], when it
occurs in syllable onset (examples see 3.2). 
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4.1.4 Velars and Labialised Velars /k,g,ḡ,kw,gw,ḡw/ 

occur in the onset of a syllable word initially and medially. 

/k/ [k] voiceless stop, 

/g/ [g] voiced stop, 

/ḡ/ [ɤ] voiced fricative, occurs before central and back vowels. 

 [ʝ] voiced palatalised fricative occurs only beforefront vowels. 

/kw/ [kw] voiceless labialised stop, occurs word initially and medially 
in the onset of a syllable before front and central vowels.

/gw/ [gw] voiced labialised stop, occurs word initially and medially in 
the perifery of a syllable before front and central vowels.

/ḡw/ [ɤw] voiced labialised fricative, occurs word initially and medially 
in the onset of a syllable before front and central vowels.

 

/kara/ [`ka.ra] ‘what’ 

/gara/ [`ga.ra] ‘orphan’ 

/ḡara/ [`ɤa.ra] ‘our’ 

/kwamo/ [`kwa.mo] ‘a cold’ 

/gwamo/ [`gwa.mo] ‘small fish’ 

/gwamara/ [`gwa.ma.ra] ‘kind of fruit’ 

/kakau/ [`ka.kau] ‘to scrape together’ 

/gagau/ [`ga.gau] ‘dust’ 

/ḡaro/ [`ɤa.ro] ‘day’ 

/kwa/ [`kwa] ‘dig’ 

/gwaḡiḡi/ [`gwa.ʝi.ʝi] ‘difficult’ 

/ḡwa/ [`ɤwa] ‘carry’ 

/kora/ [`ko.ra] ‘pig trap’ 

/gora/ [`go.ra] ‘batchelor or spinster’

/ḡora/ [`ɤo.ra] ‘sorcery’ 

/raka/ [`ra.ka] ‘walk’ 

/raga/ [`ra.ga] ‘run’ 

/iaraḡa/ [`ia.ra.ɤa] ‘garden, to garden’ 

/takwani/ [`ta.kwa.ni] ‘we are digging’ 

/tagwanu- [`ta.gwa. 
ni/`nu.ni]

‘we are stebbing’ 

/taḡwani/ [`ta.ɤwa.ni] ‘we are carrying’ 
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[ḡ] before front vowels in syllable onset: 

/ḡia/ [`ʝi.a] ‘he’ 

/ḡena/ [`ʝe.na] ‘his/her/its’ 

/asiḡi/ [`asi.ʝi] ‘no’ 

/gwaḡiḡi/ [`gwa.ʝi.ʝi] ‘hard’ 

4.1.5 Nasals /m,n/ 

/m/ [m] voiced bilabial nasal, and 

/n/ [n] voiced alveolar nasal, occur word initially and medially in syllable onset. 
 

/manu/ [`ma.nu] ‘bird’ 

/nanu/ [`na.nu] ‘water’ 

/noḡa/ [`nç.ɤa] ‘like’ 

/moḡa/ [`mç.ɤa] ‘that one’ 

/tamama/ [`ta.ma.ma] ‘our father’

/tamana/ [`ta.ma.na] ‘his father’ 

/semu/ [`se.mu] ‘pumpkin’ 

/senu/ [`se.nu] ‘heap’ 

4.2 Vowels /i,e,a,o,u/ 

occur word initially, medially and finally as the nucleus of a syllable. 

/i/ [i] voiced high close front vowel 

 [j] see consonants 

/e/ [e] voiced mid front vowel, occurs in non-stressed syllables, or when the 
nucleus of the following syllable is a front vowel. 

 [ɛ] voiced mid low front vowel, occurs in stressed syllables, or when the 
nucleus of the following syllabele is a low central or low back vowel. 

 

/kere/ [`kɛ.re] ‘torch’ 

/bere/ [`bɛ.re] ‘if’ 

/beḡe/ [`be.ʝe] ‘3p, verbal subj.’

/meḡa/ [`mɛ.ɤa] ‘put a spell on’ 
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/a/ [a] voiced low central vowel 

/o/ [o] voiced mid back vowel, occurs in non-stressed syllables, or when the 
nucleus of the following syllables is a front vowel. 

 [ç] voiced mid low back vowel, occurs in stressed syllables, or when the 
nucleus of the following syllabel is a low central or low back vowel. 

 

/loḡo/ [`lç.ɤo] ‘not yet’ 

/momo/ [`mç.mo] ‘rubbish’ 

/boḡi/ [`bo.ʝi] ‘night’ 

/boḡa/ [`bç.ɤa] ‘bush’ 
 

/u/ [u] voiced high back vowel 

Contrasts: 

/iraira/ [`i.ra.`i.ra] ‘enough; all right’

/erakani/ [`ɛ.ra.`ka.ni] ‘he is going’

/arakani/ [`a.ra.`ka.ni] ‘I am going’

/orakani/ [`ç.ra.`ka.ni] ‘you are going’

/ura/ [`u.ra] ‘like’ 

/biri/ [`bi.ri] ‘shut’ 

/bera/ [`bɛ.ra] ‘tattoo’ 

/bara/ [`ba.ra] ‘dance’ 

/borabora/ [`bçra.`bçra] ‘colour yellow’

/buri/ [`bu.ri] ‘jump’ 

/kira/ [`ki.ra] ‘say’ 

/kere/ [`kɛ.re] ‘torch’ 

/kara/ [`ka.ra] ‘what’ 

/kora/ [`kç.ra] ‘pig net’ 

/kure/ [`ku.re] ‘rat’ 

/ḡari/ [`ɤa.ri] ‘their (food)’ 

/ḡare/ [`ɤa.re] ‘chin’ 

/ḡara/ [`ɤa.ra] ‘our (food)’ 

/ḡaro/ [`ɤa.ro] ‘sun’ 

/ḡaru/ [`ɤa.ru] ‘flow’ 

/boḡi/ [`bo.ʝi] ‘night’ 

/boḡe/ [`bo.ʝe] ‘view’ 

/boḡa/ [`bç.ɤa] ‘bush’ 

/boko/ [`bo.ko] ‘pick’ 

/botu/ [`bo.tu] ‘short winded’
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Contrast between /e/ and /ei/ 
 /o/ and /ou/ 
 

/vetau/ [`ve.tau] ‘look for’ 

/veitau/ [`vei.tau] ‘show off (mask)’

/goro/ [`go.ro] ‘law’ 

/gorou/ [`go.rou] ‘old garden’ 

5.0 Supra-segmental Items 
5.1 Stress and Pitch on Words 

On one to three syllable words stress and high pitch is on the first syllable. (Hyphen indicates 
morpheme breaks). 
 

[`bai] ‘pig’ 

  

[`nu.ma] ‘house’ 

  

[`vo.vo.ka] ‘plenty’ 

  

[`ai.ʝe.si] ‘how are you’ 

On words with four syllables the first and penultimate syllable is stressed. The stress on the first 
syllable is stronger though. 
 

[`ɤa.li.`va.ta] ‘banana’ 

  

[`tu.ɤa.`ma.ʝi] ‘thought’ 

  

[`ta.ri.`ma.-ri] ‘people’ 

  

[`ve.-da.`na.ʝi] ‘question’ 

  

[`a.si.-΄ʝi.-na] ‘not’ 
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Note: 

On words like 
[`a`si-`ʝi-`na] ‘not’ and [`ai`ʝe`si] ‘how are you’ 

each syllable can be stressed for emphasis. 

High pitch occurs on the last syllable. 

The stress pattern on the verb phrase varies depending on the number of syllables of the verbal 
subject.  

Verbs that have subject markers with one syllable behave very much according to the normal pattern, 
stress on the first and penultimate syllable: 
 

[`a.-ra.`ka.-ni] ‘I am going’ 

  

[` a.-ʝe.no.`ɤoi.-to] ‘we returned’ 

  

[` a.-ma.-ri.`ɤo.-ni] ‘we are coming down’ 

Verbs that have subject markers with two or more syllables are stressed on the first syllable of the 
subject marker and the first syllable of the verbal base: 
 

[`ba.-ɤa.-na. `ve.-go.go] ‘let us meet (later)’ 

  

[`be.-ʝe.-ne.-ma. `ɤa.ni.-ɤa.ni] ‘they must eat here’ 

  

[`ba.-ɤa. `ma.-ri.ɤo] ‘we came down’ 

  

[`bo.-ɤo.-no.-a. `fou] ‘wash yourselves (over there)’

  

[`e.-a. `ke.to.-to] ‘he fell over there’ 
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5.2 Stress and Pitch on Words in a Phrase 

Stress and high pitch of an isolated word can change when it occurs in a phrase. 

[`ka.ra -da.`ga.ra?] ‘what thing?’

The stress of the second word is on the second syllable and high pitch is on the first. 

5.3 Intonation 

A statement may be turned into a question by changing the intonation: 

  

[`bo.-fou?] ‘did you wash yourself?’ 

  

[`oi, `ba.-fou!] ‘yes, I washed myself!’ 

  

[`e.-ra.`ɤa.si.-to?] ‘did he arrive?’ 

  

[`e.-la.`ɤa.si.-to!] ‘he arrived!’ 

6.0 Morphophonological Rules 
6.1 Assimilation Rule 

When the vowel in the first syllable of the verb root is [i], the 3. pers. sing.  indicator changes from [e] 
to [i]. Similarly the 2. pers. sing. indicator changes from [o] to [u]. 

/e midiguni/ > [i midiguni] ‘it is hurting’ 

/be vitogu/ > [bi vitogu] ‘I am hungry’

/no ruḡatari/ > [nu ruɤatari] ‘you stand’ 

Orth.: /emidiguni/, /bevitogu/, /noruḡatari/ 

6.2 Insertion Rule 

[j] is inserted after a verb root or verb modifier that ends in [a] when the 3. pers. sing. poss. suffix [-a] 
occurs. 

a-kea-a-ni --> [a kea-ja-ni] ‘I am calling him’ 
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6.3 Deletion Rule 

Verbs: 

The suffix -a ‘different location’ which is attached to the subject-indicator is dropped in the 1. person. 

ba-a fou > ba fou ‘I washed myself (over there)’ 

Nouns: 

The postpositional suffix -ai drops the a when a noun ends in a. 

numa-ai > numai ‘in the house’ 

7.0 Orthography 
7.1 Orthography Symbols 

/b/ [b] 
/f/ [f] 
/v/ [v] 
/m/ [m] 
/n/ [n] 
/t/ [t] 
/d/ [d] 
/r/ [r] 
/s/ [s] 
/l/ [l] 
/k/ [k] 

/g/ [g] 

/ḡ/ [ɤ,ʝ] 

/kw/ [kw] 

/gw/ [gw] 

/ḡw/ [ɤw] 
/i/ [j,i] 

/e/ [e,ɛ] 

/a/ [a] 

/o/ [o,ç] 

/u/ [u] 

/ai/ [ai] 

/ae/ [ae] 

/ao/ [ao] 

/au/ [au] 

/ei/ [ei] 

/oi/ [oi] 

/ou/ [ou] 
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7.2 Discussion of Symbolization 

7.2.1 /l/ and /r/ 

As stated in the description of phonemes there is contrast between /l/ and /r/, however many words 
with /l/ are changing to a pronunciation with /r/, so that /l/ is becoming less frequent. The same is true 
for Motu. In the Motu dictionary which was published 1931 is stated: “Twenty-five years ago in the 
village Hanuabada, Port Moresby, l was more often heard than r in the word raka, although both 
forms were used. Today the form raka only is in evidence, though met within other dialects.” 

In this phonological description the most common forms are used. 

7.2.2 [j] and [i] 

In the traditional orthography [j] is written as /e/ word medially and as /i/ word initially. 

/ia.vara/ ‘wind’ 

/ekira-ea-to/ ‘he said to him’ 

We decided in our language committee to represent the [j] sound with the symbol /i/ also word 
medially. We wanted to adopt [y] into the traditional Sinaugoro orthogrphy to represent [j], but this 
was not accepted by the majority, since there is no [y] symbol in the traditional alphabet, nor is it used 
in Motu (Hiri Motu & Vernacular Motu). In Motu /i/ represents [i] and [j]. 

In some words the sound [j] is represented by ḡ before front vowels according to the existing 
orthography. 

/ḡesi/ [ʝesi] ‘with’ 

/ḡeri/ [ʝeri] ‘their’ 

/ḡia/ [ʝia] ‘he,she,it’ 

7.23 Labialised Consonants /kw, gw, ḡw/ 

As explained earlier in this paper the syllable /ku/ changed to the sound /kw/. There is clear contrast 
between /gwV/ and /guV/ and also /ḡuV/ and /ḡwV/ (see 3.3). 

However, /ḡw/ is nowadays often reduced to /w/ as in 

/ḡwa/ > [wa] ‘to carry’ 

Also there is a tendency to drop /ḡ/ in 

/tauḡanina/ > [tauanina] ‘his body’ 

/mauḡa/ > [maua] ‘box’ 

due to an influence of the Motu language. 
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7.24 /p/ and /h/ 

/p/ and /h/ are sounds from the Motu language. These occur in words which are adopted from Motu 
such as: 

/pune/ ‘pidgeon’ 

/haroro/ ‘preach’ 

7.25 /ḡ/ 

Most of the people do not write the bar above the velar fricative, but just write /g/. It was suggested to 
use /gh/ to represent the velar fricative since /ḡ/ is difficult to type, but the majority of the Sinaugoro 
people want to keep /ḡ/. 

7.26 English words as pronounced by Sinaugoro speakers 

shovel /sovoro/ 

soap /sofu/ 

book /buka/ 

school /sikuri/ 

thank you /tanikiu/ 

However, many Sinaugoro speakers tend to pronounce English words more according to the English 
pronounciation, since all education is in English.  
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8.0 Short Text in Sinaugoro Orthography 
 
Ḡuiato Kafutarina 
Tau ta arana tu Mare Ḡaiva, ḡetanuto-ḡoi gabuna arana tu 
Marikiḡoro. 
Ḡaro ta vanuḡa ḡuiatori ḡanigarogaro ḡeiaḡoto Kuroḡo ḡarukanai. Ḡuiato ḡeḡaniḡaniḡosito murinai 
ḡarukai ḡeḡereto-ḡoi, nuḡanai ḡuiato sebona ta-na eḡofarito ekirato, “Futua mai beḡe raḡasi!” Ḡuiato 
mabarari tu asi kafareri ḡefouto-ḡoi nai ḡemaiakarito, benamo ḡeraga-raḡekauto ḡorokai. Nuḡanai mo 
ḡuiato-na ma ekirarito, “Aḡofamini be ḡofou,” etato. Vaḡa-toitoi kavana eḡofarito. Ḡofaḡofa vaḡa-
vasivasinai vatava eḡwa-kafuato, benamo ḡuiato mabarari dobu nuḡanai ekafu-ḡaurito murinai 
ḡofaḡofa ḡuiatona egarito, vanuḡa ragana eveito. Vanuḡa votukanai eraḡasito, benamo ekeato, 
guruḡana tu maiḡesina, “Mare Ḡaiva-ooo, kwakumu bakabaka, ainai mani ḡemu, ḡoina ḡuiato 
mabarari tu Kuroḡo ḡarukanai vatava na bekafutariri ooo!” 
Mare Ḡaiva eiaḡoto ḡuiato ḡitaḡitari Kuroḡo ḡarukanai. Benamo ḡia-na vatava ekwaiato-ḡoi, senaḡina 
asi kwavaḡiri dabarana. Moḡa nuḡanai Mare Ḡaiva-na ḡuiato ekearito-ḡoi, benamo ḡuiato maki 
ḡevaḡaveseto-ḡoi gaburi ai moḡo. Tano ma ekwaiato-ḡoi, senaḡina fore tu barego rakava. Moga 
lorinai asi kwavaḡiri dabarana. Moḡeri ḡuiato mabarari tu maḡani kone ai ḡeiaḡoto. Moḡa lorinai mo 
gabu o ḡaruka arana toma ḡekiraḡiani tu ‘Ḡuiato Kafutarina’.  
Moḡesi dainai ḡaina ḡauka ḡeri kirai, ḠOFAḠOFA TU ASI NAMO. 
Ḡera sinasina tu maniḡa moḡo. 
 

Free translation: 

Girl’s Trap. 
There was a man who’s name was Mare Gaiva. He was living at Marikigoro.  
One day some village girls went for a picnic to Kurogo river. After the picnic the girls were playing in 
the river. Then one girl started to tell lies and said: “Boys are coming!” All girls were naked and so 
they were ashamed, then they came out of the river. That girl told them again: “I am telling lies, so go 
back again and wash yourselves.” She said this about three times. The fourth time a rock gave way 
and trapped the girls inside the river. Then the girl who told lies was so frightened and ran back to the 
village. When she arrived near the village she called out: “Mare Gaiva, your leg is full of sores! 
Where are you now? All your girls have been trapped at Kurogo river.”  
Then Mare Gaiva went to see the girls and he started to dig the rock, but there was no way to get the 
girls out. Mare Gaiva was calling the girls and they were answering. He was digging but the rock was 
just too big, so there was no way to get the girls out. 
Those girls turned into fish. That is  why the name of that place is called ‘Girl’s Trap’, and according 
to our ancestors belief, TELLING LIES IS BAD. 
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